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Study of velocity-changing collisions in excited Kr using saturation spectroscopy
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A saturated-absorption experiment is used to 'measure the effects of velocity-changing collisions between
Kr*tmetastable atoms (4p' Ss[3/2],) and He and, Ar pertnrbers. Comparison between experimental profiles

and profiles calculated assuming 'hard-sphere collisions between Kr~ and perturber atoms confirms the
calculations of Borenstein and Lamb concerning the change of velocity associated with a collision.
Furthermore it .is found:that the rate of velocity-changing collisions is consistent with the predictions of
kinetic theory.

I. INTRODUCTION

,. 1,
' '

We, report the first systemati. c.saturation spec-
troscopy study of velocity-changing collisions
(VCC) between electronically excited active atoms
and ground-state perturbers. By choosing a per-
turber-active-atom mass ratio less than unity,
we are able to clearly isolate the effects of close-
encounter collisions. As such, our analysis re-
presents an initial step in obtaining specific in-
formation on the short-range part of excited-
state interatomic potentials by monitoring VCC
using saturation spectroscopy, and it indicates
the potential of this method for studying scattering
in shor't-lived excited states.

The study of velocity-changing collisions (VCC)
in the ground and excited states of atoms or mol-
ecules using laser spectroscopic techniques has
received increased attention over the past few
years. ' In a typical experiment one uses a
narrow-band laser source of frequency Q tuned
near an atomic-transition frequency + to selec-
tively excite atoms with an axial velocity v,
=(Q-to)/0, (i's=Q/c); only atoms with this axial
velocity will see a Doppler-shifted laser frequency
in resonance with their own transition frequency.
A probe laser beam is then used to monitor any
velocity change undergone by these excited atoms.
Although only one velocity component is studied
by this technique, information on the nature of the
collision interaction can be inferred from the re-
sults of such experiments. Theoretical aspects
of the problem are examined in Refs. 10—12.

To date, experiments have been analyzed as-
suming collisions are of a "weak" or "strong"
nature. Weak collisions involve relatively small
velocity changes diu (au «u =width of the equilib-
rium velocity distribution) and presumably
characterize collisions with large impact param-

I

eters. A strong collision usually refers to a
collision which, on average, completely therm-
alizes the atom's velocity distribution (au = u)
as might occur following a close collision between
a heavy perturber and a light active atom. In a
previous publication, we reported on the influence
of collisions on saturated absorption profiles of
the 557-nm line of Kr I ', Kr*-Kr and Kr*-Xe
collisions were considered and interpreted in terms
of a strong-collision model.

In this work, we study the effect of close-
encounter collisions between Kr* atoms and He
or Ar perturbers, for which both the strong-and
weak- collision models are inadequate. Saturated-

FIG. 1. Typical recording of the 557-nm line of
Kri in the presence of He and Ar perturbers. Upper
trace: PK, 8 mTorr; pH, 260 mTorr. Lower trace:
P~, 8 mTorr; P~, 220 mTorr. The horizontal line
represents the Doppler width /v 2. In this experiment
the frequency scale is determined by Fabry-Perot
fringes spaced by 83 MHz.
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absorption line shapes for the 557-nm transition
(4p'5s[-,'], —4p'5p'[~], ) in Kr I were obtained using
an experimental arrangement that has been de-
scribed elsewhere. ' The pressure of krypton was
kept at a fixed value of 8 mTorr and the pressures
of He and Ar perturbers were varied between 0
and 700 and 0 and 250 mTorr, respectively.
Typical recordings of saturated-absorption pro-
files are shown on Fig. 1. Saturated-absorption
profiles have shapes and widths varying with mass
and pressure of perturbers; they could be con-
sistently fit over the entire pressure ranges as-
suming they are the sum of a narrow resonance of
width 2y [full width at half maximum (FWHM)]
and a broad background. The narrow component
corresponds to atoms that have not undergone
VCC, and the broad one corresponds to atoms
that have experienced VCC. The shape of the
background signals provides direct information
characterizing the strength and cross-section
for Kr*-Kr, Kr*-He, and Kr*-Ar collisions. In
this paper we use a hard-sphere model to de-
scribe the collisIIons, but more detaj. led models
could be used in the future.

II. THEORETICAL ASPECTS

The following assumptions, consistent with the
experimental results, were used to arrive at a
theoretical line shape.

(i) The narrow resonance in the line shape, as
modified by phase-interrupting collisions, satura-
tion broadening, weak VCC,"' "beam misalign-
ment, and laser jitter can still be well appr. oxi-
mated by a I orentzi. an with some appropriate width
2y

(ii) The VCC redistribute the velocity of Kr* in the
4p'5s[-', ], metastable state; effects of VCC on the
rapidly decaying 4P'5p'[~ ], state can be neglected.

(iii) Close=caco!un!tj)r! Kr*, -He or Kr*-Ar collisions
can be characterized as hard-sphere collisions
with a collfsion kernel:of':th'e-Kei1son-St!orei"-type"

V

.W, (v'-v!) =,. I' [v!(auI']. ,i',
,

',
,

-!&exp[ (0-'aV')'/(auP], ':'-' "'":(1)

where W(v'-v ).is the, probability density per„unit
time to Qa!ve.y. velocity!. .c&ange. frqm! v. ', . to y,,'!

:A!u:='(1: 'a")' 'u ': '-"'::-"" . ' '-"'"-""(2)

is ~tjmes, the rms velocity change per, co(ljqion,
u is the most probable speed of,,!the.equililprium
distribution, u is, a.. parameter related to,.the. . .

strength of a collision, and I', ,is, t!hj rate!, .o!f(VQC.
For hard, ,sphere collisions, „Bort;!nstein and„;J, .y jab"
have calculated. -~ as a function! of perturber. —,, active-
atom mass rgtj, o.gsing a com!puter Sj.mu&atj. op', of
tQe col1i.sions,

(iv) A single! VCC is, sufficient, to remoy!e. atoms
from &he v|;J.ociiy, . holy' created by, the field, ,i.e„.,
au& 2y/&. This condition is satisfied in our ex-
periment.

(v) The Kr~-Kr collisions can be approximated
as "strong" collisions lpading to a thermal
distribution after a single average collision.
Hard-sphere collisions between equal-mass
atoms or excitation-exchange collisions are
approximately described by such a collision
model. " The data of Fig. 1 contain both the
Kr*-Kr and Kr*-He or Ar contributions to the
broad background.

Aseuming that the field strengths are weak
enough to justify a rate-equate. on approximation
to the story-. field interaction and using the above
collision model, one arrives at the saturated-
absorption line shape" '~ for equal pump and probe
frequencies,

where A =A —~ is the detuning, I', is the Kr*-
Kr VCC rate, I, is the Kr*-He or Kr*-Ar VCC
ra.te,

-1
0

where & is the lifetime of Kr* atoms in the laser
beams (experimentally, since the natural life-
time of the metastable is very long, ~ is. de-
termined by the transit time in the beams, which
will be pressure dependent) and

r' =I,+r, +r, .
! !

The line shape (3) has, a simple interpretation
The first term arises from atoms undergoing -no

VCC during'the time 7", : the second term arises '

from atoms undergoing'at least one Kr*-Kr
.collision in the time 7' leadi. ng to a complete
thermalization and the final term corresponds to
atoms undergoing no K!r.*-Kr collisions and some
Kr*-He or Kr*-Ar collisions in the time 7. lead-
ing to a partial thermalization of the sample.
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III. ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

Experimental profiles were compared to the-
oretical line shapes corresponding to expression
(3) by making the following assumptions: For
the fixed Kr pressure of 8 mTorr chosen in this
experiment we have taken the rate I', for ther-
malizing Kr*-Kr collisions as 1,=1.4x 10'/sec
determined from our previous experiment. ' We
have used a hard-sphere model for the determination
of ~ and I'„~ was chosen from the results of
Borenstein and Lamb": n =0.936 for Kr*-He and
o' =0.6 for Kr*-Ar. {A larger value of a implies
a smaller b,u f cf. Eq. (2)]; for perturber-active
atom mp. ss ra.tios»1, 0 =0, and for perturber-
'active-atom mass ratios «1, n =1.) The rate
I",'was chosen from the kinetic theory of gases
with the "radii" of atoms as indicated by Allen, "
I', =1.0x10'p sec ' for Kr*-He and Z', =0.53x10'p
sec ' for Kr*-Ar, where p is the perturber pres-
sure in mTorr. At each perturber pressure, the
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FIG. 3. ,Variations of the transit time T vs pertur-
ber pressures. (Dots correspond to He-Kr* and
crosses to Ar-Kr* data. ) The broken lines correspond
to the variationp given by the classical law of diffusion.

0

0

FIG. 2. Typical fits for He and Ar perturbers. Upper
trace: PK„8 mTorrg PH„110mTorr. Lower trace:
PK, 8 mTorr; P~, 120 mTorr. The solid line corres-
ponds to the recorded profile and large dots represent
the calculated profiles corresponding to the best fit.
The three dotted lines represent the contributions from
the three terms of Eq. (3): Curve 1 corresponds to the
narrow resonance (first term), curve 2 corresponds to
the Gaussian background (second term) arising from
Kr*-Kr collisions, and curve 3 corresponds to the con-
tribution of VCC (third term) arising from Kr*-He
and Kr*-Ar collisions.

values of the two parameters y and I, were varied
so as to minimize the rms error of the fit of
Eq. (3) to the data. Typical examples for He and
Ar are shown on Fig. 2. For the entire pressure
range studied the data could be fit very well (i.e.
with a normalized rms error -.-. 0.05) by Eq. (3).

The values of ~=I o
' obtained for the various

perturber pressures are plotted on Fig. 3. There
is an increase of ~ with pressure similar to the
one observed for Kr*-Kr collisions', accordingly,
we conclude that ~ is determined by the transit
times of atoms in the beams. The findings are
consistent with the premise that heavier perturbers
are more effective in increasing the transit time
than lighter ones. The two curves converge to the
same transit time at low pressure (7, =4 p, s) in
accordance with the value measured in pure Kr
at 8 mTorr; for the highest pressures they tend
roughly to the linear variations given by the
classical law of diffusion. '

The FWHM of the VCC contributions (third term
in Eq. 3) as a function of perturber pressures is
shown on Fig. 4. As may be seen, both widths
approach the thermal-equilibrium value b,&/~2
=510 MHz as the perturber pressure is increased.
The heavier Ar atoms produce therrgalization at
a lower pressure than the lighter He ones (see
also Fig. 1) consistent with the hard-sphere col-
lision model. A value for these widths obtained
at very low pressure can be deduced from Eq. (3)
by taking the +=1 term in the sum. These values
are indicated in Fig. 4 by short-dashed lines.

W'e have tried various values of ~ around the
values mentioned above, ~ =0.93 for Kr*-He and

~ =0.6 for Kr*-Ar. If 0. is chosen too small the
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FIG. 4. Variations of the width of the VCC contri-
butions [third term in Eq. (3) of text] vs perturber
pressure (dots correspond to He and crosses to Ar
perturbers). The horizontal dashed line corresponds
to the thermal-equilibrium limit. The short horizontal
dashed lines correspond to the width of the n =1 contri-
bution in Eq. ,(3).

resulting Lu is too large to fit the data (for example,
n =0.85 for He is a lower limit); on the other hand
if a is chosen too large, the data could be fit only
with unacceptably small values for 2y (for He, o,
=0.98 is an upper limit). We conclude that

n =0.93+0.03 for Kr*-He,

~ =0.6+0.2 for Kr*-Ar,

where the error limits are obtained by those values
of + leading to a, normalized rms error of 0.2 in
the fitting procedure.

The values of I", that we have chosen have been
calculated using the ground- state kinetic-theory
radii tabulated by Allen;", Values of I', determined
in the same manner but by choosing for Kr* meta-
stables a radius corresponding to the excited
electron" have also been tried. Results are less
consistent; first, the transit time takes on a

1

nearly constant value (=8 p. s) over the range of
pressure and, second, the width of the narrow
resonance is too small. Additional experiments
with various perturber-active-atom mass ratios
may help to clarify. the manner in which the effective
excited-state radius should- be chosen. ,

We have tried also to fit the: profiles by leaving
free the three parameters y, I'0, and I'-, . For 'He

the variations of I', with pressure showed, as
expected, a linear increase at low press~re, but a
decrease at high pressure (p&200 mTorr). This
deviation from the linear increase was attributed
to the fitting procedure used since at high pressures
VCC contribute well into the wings of the thermal
distribution and it is difficult to distinguish between
Kr*-Kr and Kr*-He contributions. The low-
pressure regime gave I', =0.95x10'p sec ' con-
firming our choice for I', determined from kinetic
theory and Allen's values.

IV. CONCLUSION
'I

We have arrived at a consistent picture of VCC
in the metastable 4p'5sI 2]2 state of krypton caused
by argon and helium perturbers, based on a hard-
sphere collision model. Future experiments of
this type in two- or three-level systems may be
expected to provide a more sensitive probe of
the short-range collisional interaction, while
providing a new method for studying excited-state
scattering.
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